


THE---HUB...Overall

“THE---HUB” & “THE---POD”

• “THE---HUB” 2023 Q2 Full-Service
• Five types of "THE---POD" releases based on five different concept / land
• Form corresponding POD village for each concept / land
• "THE---POD" consists of three types depending on size (15 types in total)
• Quarterly scheduled quantity release by 2023 Q4



“Metaverse to Offline events & commerce”

THE---HUB...Partner



< WCIF 2022 >

- 2022.07.06 ~ 07.07
- Entertainment industry and metaverse
- Metaverse platform ”THE---HUB” introduction & networking

THE---HUB...WCIF 2022 in Daegu



< Monterey Car Week >

- 2022.08.18 ~ 08.24
- Sponsors : Gunther Werks, Rolex, Bentley, Ferrari, etc.
- VVIP Metaverse lounge & showroom

THE---HUB...Monterey Car Week VIP Lounge



1. “THE---PASS---GENESIS”

- Public Sales
- Oncyber.io Customizable P1, P2, P3 Three types of "THE---POD" purchase pass (1 POD per pass)
- Certification & burn "THE---PASS" through a separate website and exchange for "THE---POD”
- 2,000 "THE---PASS" issues per quarter (up to 2023.Q4)
- Additional benefits within the metaverse platform "THE---HUB”

THE---PASS 2. “THE---PASS---PARTNER”

- Collaborative projects and marketing, branding with partners who "THE---POD”

- Partner pass for in-metaverse events, events, offline linked events, etc

- 1:1 swap when issuing "THE---POD" NFT



“THE---POD---A”

- NFT places : 10 ~20
- Quantity : 1200
- Price : 0.1 ETH

THE---POD...1st Edition

“THE---POD---B”

- NFT places : 20 ~30
- Quantity : 600
- Price : 0.2 ETH

“THE---POD---C”

- NFT places : 30 ~40
- Quantity : 200
- Price : 0.3 ETH



THE---PASS_THE---BOX

1. How to open “THE---BOX"
- when you swap "THE---PASS" to actual POD in the future, two NFTs 
appear at the same time: "THE---POD" and "THE---BOX" NFTs.
- after paying a certain gas fee to mint “THE---BOX”, the NFT content 
will be air-dropped.

2. 1,000 “THE---BOX” in total

3. “THE---BOX” content
- a. 1 EXCATO avatar wearable helmet NFT_785 collectors
- b. a + 1 EXCATO avatat wearable clothing collection NFT_200 
collectors
- c. b + 1 POD 2nd edition planned to release in 2023.Q1_15 collectors

"THE—BOX" is a 'mystery box' in the form of an NFT that comes with the 
"THE—POD" NFT within the POD pass, "THE—PASS" NFT.

The content of "THE—BOX" are…avatar wearable NFT items from digital-native 
fashion brand EXCATO and "THE—POD" 2nd edition of new concepts and 

designs due for release in the next quarter.

In particular, the avatar wearable NFT collection of digital native fashion brand 'EXCATO' is 
being developed in a form that can be worn directly on 

user-generated avatars after the full-service launch of "THE—HUB" and is being developed 
within any metaverse platform utilizing the 'Ready Player Me' avatar creator.



Customization StakingApplication

Tokenomics

Rewarding

Offline Online

- oncyber.io SDK
- Connecting wallets
- Placing NFTs & 3D assets

- POD village in “THE---HUB”
- Sharing POD and content among metaverse users
- ‘POD of the month’ event

- Metaverse AD allocation
- Advantages of offline space priority

- For POD Village Residents
- “THE---HUB” token reward (TBU)

- Issue “THE---HUB” token
- Securing a place to use (metaverse partnership)
- Governance
- Token swap system (“THE---HUB” to ETH)

- Purchasing NFTs in “THE---HUB
- Swap to ETH (further expansion)

- Offline space associated with “THE---HUB” metaverse
- Offline event for “THE---HUB” users & creators
- O2O (Online to Offline) community space
- Sharing offline space revenue for POD holders(TBU)

THE---POD...Application



THE---HUB NFT
(governance)

THE---HUB Ecosystem

THE---POD

EXCATO

ETC

REWARD
(utility)

Market Place

SWAP

THE---HUB

Diverse channels

DEX

ETH

(TBD)

Period
(staking)

result
(mining)

THE---POD...Tokenomics



1. TCAG_AMA : 09/03, 2022
- Culture-commerce metaverse platform “THE---HUB”
- THE---PASS & THE---POD & THE---BOX
- Tokenomics

2. Airdrop_09/27, 2022
- 19:00 ~ 19:30 KST

3. Stan by B NFT holder whitelist : 09/27, 2022
- price : 0.08 / 0.16 / 0.24 ETH
- 19:30 ~ 21:00 KST

4. Stan by B & TCAG partner whitelist : 09/27 ~ 09/28, 2022
- price : 0.09 / 0.18 / 0.27 ETH
- 09/27 21:00 ~ 09/28 08:00 KST

5. public sales : 09/28, 2022
- price: 0.1 / 0.2 / 0.3 ETH
- 08:00 ~ 19:30 KST

THE---PASS_Schedule



THE---PASS_Utility

- swap “THE—PASS” to “THE—POD” (2022.Q4)

- “THE—POD” is virtual personal space where can be customized with NFTs & 3D assets on oncyber.io

- moving into the ‘POD Village’ within culture-commerce metaverse platform “THe—HUB” in 2023.Q2

- sharing space and content among users through personal POD in ‘POD Village’, and NFT purchasing/selling function 
(interworked with opensea)

- own token reward and staking features issued concurrently with the launch of the metaverse platform “THE—HUB”

- priority and governance of metaverse-offline linked space utilization after 2023.Q3

- more NFTs included mystery box called “THE—BOX” provided



- “THE---HUB” Beta V.1 Service

- Global Partnership : Over 15 partnerships worldwide (TBA)

- Seed-Round investment

- Digital-native fashion brand ‘EXCATO’ & ”THE---HUB” showcase

- “THE---POD” 1st Edition development

- “THE---POD” roadmap & white paper

- “THE---HUB” Full-Service roadmap & white paper

- KBW (Korea Blockchain Week) After Party with “The---HUB”
: 08/09, Seoul

- ‘Monterey Car Week’ metaverse lounge project
: 08/15 ~ 08/20, Monterey, California

- “THE---POD” 1st Edition NFT Airdrop & Release

- 2022 KIAF with Gallery STAN

- Metaverse content collaboration project with global fashion brand
: TBA

- Digital-native fashion brand ‘EXCATO’ NFT Airdrop & Release

THE---HUB...Roadmap

2022.Q1

2022.Q2

2022.Q3

2022.Q4

- Metaverse / NFT offline event : TBA

- “THE---POD” 2nd Edition NFT Airdrop 7 Release

- Global partnerships &. Projects : TBA

- “THE---POD” 3rd Edition NFT Airdrop & Release

- “THE---HUB” Tokenomics white paper

- Digital-native fashion brand ‘EXCATO’ 2nd COLLECTION showcase

- Launch “THE---HUB” Full-Service & Token reward

- “THE---POD” 4th Edition NFT Airdrop & Release

- Metaverse-related offline space

- Series A investment

- “THE---POD” 5th Edition NFT Airdrop & Release

- Global Service

2023.Q1

2022.Q2

2022.Q3

2022.Q4


